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Bearing bore symbol Bearing bore symbol 
Two pieces pressed steel cage, 
guided by outer ring

C4 radial clearance

oil groove with 3 lubrication
holes in outer ring

oil groove with 3 lubrication
holes in outer ring

C4 radial clearance

Symbol of bearing for vibrating / shaker’s
 screen application

Symbol of bearing for vibrating / shaker’s
 screen application

Bearing series symbol
(Bearing type + width series 
+ diameter series)

Two pieces machined brass cage, 
guided by outer ring

Bearing series symbol
(Bearing type + width series 
+ diameter series)
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With our rich knowledge and experience in coal mine machinery and cement 
equipment, we have developed a series of high performance and long life bear-
ings. 

From mining equipment to crushing and milling equipment to screening and 
transportation equipment, UBC bearings have satisfied end users with reduced 
maintenance and down time and in turn reduced their maintenance costs and 
increased production output, thanks to UBC’s continuous R&D in optimizing 
bearing internal design and exploring better raw materials to make sure UBC 
bearings reach longer bearing life under harsh and challenging working condi-
tions.

Self-aligning function, can withstand big radial load and 
axial load simultaneously;
Optimized internal geometrical design, good for rollers 
guiding to reduce friction;
High consistency of the dimensions and shapes in all 
rollers inside each bearing, can optimize loads distribu-
tion on each roller, in turn to maximize bearing life. 

High speed, high load capacity;
Optimized rib design to reduce friction, good for 
lubrication;
Logarithmic curve design on rollers and raceway, to 
avoid stress concentration.

Can withstand big radial load and axial load;
Logarithmic curve design on rollers and raceway, 
improved bearing load capacity and minimized stress 
concentration;
Both metric sizes and inch sizes are available.

Easy installation
With high reliability and durability
With double-lip seal design to keep good sealing 
performance and lubricant amount.

Bearings for vibrating / Shaker’s screen are mainly used in vibration equipment 
in mining, shaker’s screen machinery, vibration motor, in which, bearings are 
always one of the most critical parts.

Bearings’ working conditions in such applications is typically quite severe: 
environmental humidity, dusts, high speed, high temperature, big impact loads 
and shock loads.

UBC bearings for vibrating / shaker’s screen, features big load capacity, good 
resistance to impact loads and shock loads, high reliability, good lubrication 
performance, and can avoid bearing’s deflection and deformation.

V - For vibrating / shaker’s screen application 
MA – Two pieces machined brass cage, guided by outer ring
CCJA – Two pieces pressed steel cage, guided by outer ring
C4 - C4 radial clearance 
K - Tapered bore, taper 1:12 
K30 - Tapered bore, taper 1:30

UBC Bearings for Vibrating / Shaker’s Screen

Spherical Roller Bearings Cylindrical Roller Bearings Tapered Roller Bearings Plummer Blocks


